GLOBALIZATION, THE UNEXPLAINED BEAST
It is important for the church to know it is responsible to reveal the Revelation of
Jesus Christ, the end time and destruction of the world. People will never know the
truth if the church doesn’t tell it. Therefore it is left up to the church to reveal the times
we are living in today. Where are we today according to the book of Revelation? What
is God saying through the church to warn people to come to Christ and receive
salvation before His coming? What chapter can we read and explain where the world is
today to prepare for the end of time? The Lord has spoke to my heart to warn and
prepare people concerning what is written in Revelation chapter 13. The culture of
America is changing to a world system economy.

Revelation 13 explains it all for

people to understand what God has said that must come to pass. We are on course for
the end and a new beginning for a new heaven and earth. What you are about to read
is true and I hope your understanding becomes enlightened so that you make a
conscious decision to adjust your life according to God’s word.
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Right before our eyes the world has become a global economy and the church is
not paying attention to how it has changed America forever. Revelation chapter 13
must be explained as to why the American financial system is in such disarray and
depression. Banks aren’t lending aggressively, jobs are at an all time low, people are
losing their homes and money is not readily available because of the economy. We can
never say we haven’t been warned about the coming events the world will face. God
has warned us through bible prophecy that these days would come. Bible prophecy is
so important to read and understand so we can determine to prepare ourselves for what
is to come. I truly believe that bible prophecy should be a standard message in the
church and that the church has the responsibility to bring forth the prophetic word of
God for the redemption of man. If a church has no knowledge of bible prophecy, then it
is a dead church. Revelation 3:1 “And to the angel of the church in Sardis write, ‘These
things says He who has the seven Spirits of God and the seven stars: “I know your
works, that you have a name that you are alive, but you are dead.” This church is our
example of dead works before God. It was a church, but not a church with the great
commission of Jesus Christ. The focus of the mission of this church was off, that’s why
it was dead. When bible prophecy is not vocal in a church, the church is dead. How
can Christians grow spiritually if they do not hear what Jesus said would come to pass
in the last days? The book of Revelation is bible prophecy and the church is supposed
to be a place of refuge. People come to church not only for fellowship with the Lord but
to be protected as well. How are God’s people protected? When they hear the oracles
of God. Works are dead when there is no true voice of Jesus Christ preached.
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Bible prophecy talks about a future Kingdom that is the hope of every born-again
Christian. Because of false doctrine so many people are lost and do not believe there is
another spiritual world awaiting. My challenge is to get as many ministers as I can to
teach bible prophecy. There need to be conferences where leaders come together to
be informed and taught bible prophecy.

There should be meaningful conferences

where questions can be asked and answers provided about the book of Revelation.
There needs to be understanding of the symbolism such as the descriptions of Babylon,
the false prophet, the seals, the bowls of judgment, the purpose of the 144,000 Jews,
the battle of Armageddon, Satan being bound for 1000 years and the great white throne
of the judgment of God. These are events of bible prophecy and the body of Christ
must grow to have this knowledge. This is a focus that must come to pass. Leadership
in the body of Christ needs to know who is the beast coming out of the sea. What is the
beast with seven heads, ten horns and ten crowns? What does it mean when the
dragon gave the beast his power, throne, and authority? What does it mean when it
says the beast was like a leopard, feet like a bear, and mouth of a lion? What is the
reference about one of the heads of the beast being wounded, and the deadly wound
was healed? Wouldn’t you like to know the interpretation of these bible prophecies?
The answers are in the Bible and you should have knowledge of them as a born-again
Christian. But a lack of knowledge is why so many Christians aren’t prepared, are not
sold out and practice sin in the church. The body of Christ is not being built up based
upon bible prophecy. Preparation for entering the Kingdom of Heaven must become a
greater focus for the church.
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What did Jesus say yesterday that’s before us today? Are you ready to hear the
gospel truth? Have you read and understood Revelation 22:6-7? The Bible says you
are blessed when you read and keep the words of prophecy in the book of Revelation.
The prophecy of this book should never be hidden from you. It’s about your future and
your pastor and teachers in leadership should be able to minister to you from this book.
Jesus made predictions of times and seasons.

What time and season are we in

according to bible prophecy? We are living in a time when money is hard to get.
Employment is down and jobs are hard to find. Our economy is in a recession and
money for consumers is not there for purchasing. Credit ratings are bad and banks
aren’t lending money . This is a time when we must think before we spend. How you
spend money is crucial. It is undetermined if this recession will end, but the economy
will never become balanced. This experience should be a lesson to all Christians on
how to be led of the Holy Spirit regarding spending money.
Globalization- do we understand what it is? Is it in the bible about our future?
Through the years the American government has changed.
become more anti-Christ.

Our government has

Prayer was taken out of public schools, legislation has

passed bills for gay rights and the church is restricted more not to preach against
homosexuality. The government is focusing on identifying the preaching of the gospel
to come out of the sinful lifestyle of homosexuality as a hate crime. The judicial system
is a part of our government that establishes these laws that will remove the Ten
Commandments from the courts, remove Christ from Christmas, and eradicate the
name of Jesus from prayers at political ceremonies. Right before us our government
has agreed to become a part of a political financial giant called globalization. America is
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now a big part of developing the global economy.

Our government has become

blasphemous before God. The government of the United States of America has gotten
away from beliefs in God and has become more anti-Christ. Europe is becoming more
of the central place for worldwide decision making. Revelation 13:1-4 is being fulfilled
before us. A one world government is being formed and the church is not spending
time to reveal the truth. Globalization is the unexplained beast rising out of the sea. A
world system is being built and bible prophecy speaks about it. I’m revealing how
Satan, the dragon has given globalization (the beast) his power, his throne and great
authority.
What I have observed of Americans is that they are not adjusting to globalization.
I hear Americans from a newly formed political organization called the Tea Party
(comprised of mostly white Americans) say they want to take their country back. The
fact is they are not realizing that we have gone from an American economy to a global
economy. America now has to adjust to the world regarding the flow of money. Banks,
factories, the auto industry, sports, entertainment, importing and exporting whether food
products or merchandise are in international trade with countries of the world. Jobs are
oversees and America has to adjust to it because of foreign trade. For example, in the
auto industry we do not just buy the American brand of General Motors, Ford or
Chrysler (now foreign owned by the Fiat Auto Corp). Americans buy foreign cars from
Germany, Japan, Europe, Sweden and India. A corporation out of India bought Jaguar,
which at one time was owned and manufactured by Great Britain. I grew up buying cars
that were manufactured in the USA, but today I have a choice to buy a car
manufactured in different regions of the world. Most of our clothes are made in China
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and technology comes out of Japan. Farming has been reduced to a very small base of
production in America. We import most of our foods, but at one time in American
history we were the leaders in exporting goods to the world. Our financial reporting
systems are being globalized. The International Financial Reporting Standards (IFRS),
although it has been in place for some time is not currently used by the United States,
but as we move toward a global economy and international markets, the government is
seeing the need to establish a universal method for preparing financial information that
is comparative across many, if not all, countries. More than 100 countries have already
adopted the standard. The Securities Exchange Commission (SEC) is moving towards
requiring the implementation of IFRS in the US. America will never be the same again.
All this rhetoric of taking America back is not going to happen. Globalization is here to
stay and Christians must adjust their minds to God’s prophetic word.
According to biblical prophecy we are in the dispensation of the time of the antiChrist. A one world system has been formalized. A one world government like the
Roman Empire is now being tweaked for a world ruler. Remember, Satan is the ruler of
this world (John 14:30) and he has set globalization in order for the world to accept it
and now it’s in operation. What we as Americans are feeling in our economy is the
beginning of the great tribulation period. Revelation chapter 13 is upon us and there is
nothing the President of the United States of America can do about it. We clearly see
that our President has taken a lesser leadership role in the world. Our Presidents have
become a part of the summit of world leaders to discuss the affairs and economy of the
world. Soon one person will run that world leader summit, set the world government in
order, dictate, and govern the affairs of the world. Therefore Christians must yield
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themselves to the Holy Spirit and allow Him to lead them according to the prophetic
word of Jesus Christ. The Lord warned us through His gospel that these days were
coming and now we must adjust and be wise. The knowledge and wisdom of God is
your freedom in how you and your money are established in an anti-Christ world that is
changing our country. No matter how bad the economy is God can establish you and
your money. Bible prophecy informs us about the future and how Satan will control the
economy. Satan has already established a system to control America’s money for the
future. We are now a nation used to buying bottled water, paying bills through cell
phones and internet services, debit cards, credit cards and use of today’s computer
technology to handle our banking needs. People can be contacted worldwide with
today’s cell phone technology and internet services. I can’t imagine being without any
of these items for usage. The use of these items cost money and it’s no longer a luxury
but a necessity for an American family. Christians must have the Holy Spirit leading
them for the cost of living. The world has so much to offer for spending and Christians
cannot stop building the church for Christ because of this new system. Remember,
today’s technology is for our pleasure; we are use to it. Tomorrow, Satan will use that
same technology against the human race to identify and to control purchasing. In the
near future this will be the new world order. How are you going to live in this world
knowing we are now a part of a global economy? It is still our responsibility in spite of
the cost of living to build the kingdom of God in the earth. Christians must believe, trust,
have confidence and rely on God to guide them financially.
You cannot live in this world and not have money. If God is going to establish
you financially He is going to do it for a reason, to establish the church. Christians are
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saved to build the work of the ministry; ministry is building the Kingdom of God. The
biggest advantage a Christian has to live in this world is to live for God. With God in
your life you are able to see the future. God prepares and warns His people about the
dangers and affairs of this world. A good example is in 2 Timothy 4:1-5. If Christians
are going to be victorious in their lives, their thinking must be in the remembrance of
God’s word. In order for this to happen faith must be in three areas:


Having the mind of Christ according to Philippians 2:5



Being led of the Holy Spirit. He will guide you in all truth to glorify Christ,
and take what Jesus has for you and declare it to you-John 16:13-15



Not being conformed to this world- Romans 12:2. The Holy Spirit cannot
bring forth the power of God in your life if you are conformed to this world.

Christians live in the world, but are not supposed to be of the world. Meaning, we live in
society but should not be in harmony with unrighteous standards, attitudes, and the
ungodliness the world practices. Christians are not to build their character to identify
with the world. To have the mind of Christ, you must be transformed by the renewing of
your mind. Once your mind is transformed to believe Jesus like He believed in His
Father, life becomes spiritual. You are transformed to prove what is good, acceptable
and the perfect will of God. The renewing of your mind brings a complete change to the
condition, structure, nature, and character of your life.

Even your appearance will

change for the glory of God. When this happens God establishes your life and your
money. When God is in control of your money you live a simple, clean life. Therefore I
want to declare to you what the scriptures say about money to establish you in Christ.
It is time for Christians to establish the church to be a strong force in the community.
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However, it cannot be done if Christians are not established to live a fulfilled life for the
kingdom of God with their money. The question is, can you live for God with your
money? As a born again Christian filled with the Holy Spirit, can you trust God to
establish you and your money?
There is a difference between a Christian filled with the Holy Spirit and a
confessing Christian that is not filled with the spirit. The Christian that is filled with the
Holy Spirit has the kingdom of God living within them. The Kingdom of God consists of
His knowledge, His wisdom, and understanding of the scriptures, which is the gospel of
Jesus Christ. The word of God is accepted as the source, influence, and substance for
a Spirit-filled Christian. The word of God is living according to Hebrews 4:12 and the
Word lives in us to bring forth action, the will of God. John 16:13-15 makes it very clear
what the Holy Spirit will do for a born again Christian. The Holy Spirit wants a born
again Christian to give Jesus the glory through their life. He will take what is of Christ
and declare it unto you. How can a born-again, Spirit-filled Christian not trust the Lord
with their life? Jesus gave the Spirit of truth to declare His will to us. It doesn’t make
sense when a born-again, Spirit-filled Christian doesn’t believe in the power of God.
The Holy Spirit brings forth the power of God. Everything God said to create, the Holy
Spirit brought it to pass- Genesis 1:1-30. That’s power, and the same Spirit lives within
us. Nothing can stop the Word the Holy Spirit declares to us from God, it is His job to
bring to pass what is declared. Read 1 Corinthians 12:7-11 to gain more understanding
of the gifts of the Spirit, particularly the word of knowledge. Now that you know the
word of God is living, and the Holy Spirit will automatically declare the word as the
gospel of Jesus Christ to you, how can you lose in life? It comes down to what kind of
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life you are living. Are you really saved? Saved from what? Born-again, Spirit-filled
Christians are saved from the cares of this world.
Matthew 13:22 tells how a confessing Christian becomes unfruitful in the world.
This verse describes a Christian that is not sold out for Christ, but is in church. A
Christian like this has an opinion about how he wants to live and give to the church.
Romans 8:9 tells us that if a confessing Christian does not have the Spirit of God, he is
none of His. Meaning, it is impossible for a person to be God’s child and not be filled
with the Holy Spirit. This is an individual who w ants to work their will instead of God’s
will in the church. The Devil can use such a person to be an influence in the church
concerning how they view finances. Pastors face this problem all the time. Often these
types of members tell other members in the church the pastor is not going to control my
money. Now warfare has begun because people think they can be a part of the church,
but not governed by the pastor to financially support the church. Members with this type
of mentality really need to leave and move on, because they are not Spirit driven. How
can a church flourish with some members thinking they do not have to financially
support the ministry the way God is leading the pastor? These types of people do not
want God to establish them and their money, so what do you do? The pastor must
allow the Holy Spirit to declare Ephesians 4:11-13 to them and believe it. He must allow
this scripture to be the living source for his confidence in God to bring forth membership.
God will fulfill John 15:2 for the pastor, Himself. The focus should always be on those
who desire to obey God for the establishment of the Kingdom of God through the work
of the ministry.
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What kind of work and ministry is being built to deal with the reality of bible
prophecy? As I said earlier, globalization is here to stay, and most churches are not
preparing its membership about a globalized economy. General Motors and Ford Motor
Corporation are the few major corporations left as an American brand name. Observe
the big reduction of American factories that no longer manufacture products with the
proud brand name, made in the USA. In the past our factories and plants produced
jobs and unions. Where are they today? Have you really thought about why there is
shrinkage of jobs? American Corporations found ways to save money by removing
factories to cut labor and benefits as cost to their companies. China is seen as a means
of very low labor cost without the benefits of retirement, health and life insurance, and
training programs.

China now has the manufacturing plants we used to have in

America. The economy of China has succeeded from US dollars. The Chinese lifestyle
has changed greatly because of factory jobs creating products for Americans to buy
from corporations that once employed us. Ideas and goods we once manufactured with
American paid employees are now overseas. Instead of our major corporations keeping
factories to manufacture our products in our own country, we now pay China and other
countries to do the work, leaving Americans jobless. From a natural point of view, the
Congress ( made up of Republicans and Democrats) are to blame for selling Americans
out to foreign trade. Congress is not telling Americans the truth about why there is a
shortage of jobs and money. Americans must wake up and adjust to the new world
order of the global economy. The middle class has suffered tremendously from losing
jobs because of bad decision making by politicians. Congress and corporations cut rich
deals to pass legislation to make money. The only way foreign trade can happen is
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through the leadership of the political process of legislation. Corporations are saving
and making millions of dollars while Americans are suffering without jobs.

A good

example of a poor presidential administration was President George W. Bush and Vice
President Dick Cheney. Their administration destroyed the American economy. All we
saw through the Republican administration were corporations getting richer through
Dow Jones and the Common Market. The political process looked out for their rich
corporate friends and not the American people. Major corporations do business around
the world and not just in the US. Globalization is not set up for American citizens to
thrive in the job market, but for corporations to do business and purchase stocks around
the world. 1A research of the history of stock market trading in the United States can be
traced back to over 200 years ago. Historically, the colonial government decided to
finance the war by selling bonds (government notes promising to pay out a profit at a
later date). Around the same time private banks began to raise money by issuing
stocks, or shares of the company to raise their own money. This was a new market, and
a new form of investing money, and a great scheme for the rich to get richer . A little
further on the history timeline, more specifically in 1792, a meeting of twenty four large
merchants resulted in a creation of a market known as the New York Stock Exchange
(NYSE). Today the NYSE, AMEX, NASDAQ and hundreds of other exchange markets
make a significant contribution to the national and global economy.
Woodrow Wilson passed

In 1914 President

the Federal Trade Commission Act that established the

Federal Trade Commission (FTC) to deter unfair trade practices. This is why we see
sanctions against countries to stop trade when they get out of order. I saw Dow Jones
1

http://www.stockmarketinvestinginfo.com/smi_history.html retrieved electronically
12/10/2010
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and the Common Market grow to control and shape America financially in the seventies.
America and Japan contractually agreed to partnership in trade. The Japanese invaded
the American economy with their automobiles, technology, and Sony grew to become
the entertainment giant in the music and movie industry. Televisions, sound systems,
cell phones, computers, and electronics are mostly made in Japan. Germany makes
the best cars in the world and sells them in the U.S. German technology is also the
brand for Americans.
Globalization is bible prophecy. Even though it seems like men are making these
decisions, it’s actually Satan working through them to rebel and reject God. We are in
the last days, a time where Satan is taking total control of the world to reject God. Only
the eyes of Spirit-filled Christians can see the bible prophecy being fulfilled. God’s
children who walk in the knowledge of His word to understand the scriptures will
develop their heart and mind to adjust and prepare according to bible prophecy. The
wisdom of God will establish a Christian to walk in knowledge concerning what they
have been taught about what’s coming to pass.

With the understanding that the

American economy is part of a global economy, Christians must walk in the knowledge
of God believing that God can establish them and their money.
2

A group of finance ministers and central bank governors of 19 countries meet

annually to discuss key issues in the global economy. This group known as the G-20
brings together major advanced and emerging economies to stabilize the global
financial market. The G-20 is the platform of international economic development
promoting dialogue between industrial and emerging-market countries on key issues

2

http://www.g20.org/index.aspx retrieved electronically 01/04/2011
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related to global economic stability. The G-20 is the establishment of Satan’s new world
order. Bible prophecy in Revelation Chapter 13 predicts what will be established. What
we are seeing today is the truth of God’s word coming to pass to warn and prepare His
people. The first four verses of Revelation 13 speak of a beast rising out of the sea with
seven heads and ten horns. The seven heads are symbolic of the former empires that
once ruled the world; Egypt, Assyria, Babylon, Persia, Greece, and Rome.

The

wounded head that’s being healed today through globalization is Europe. The ten horns
and crowns are kings and kingdoms of Gentile nations federating to build a one world
system. When nations come together to discuss the financial affairs of the world and
effective funding for all the countries of the world, a world government is being formed.
Satan, the dragon, has given leaders over nations the authority to start the new world
order. Economies are the strength for nations to thrive. A global government is now
establishing the economies of the world. The last empire to rule the world before its fall
was the Roman Empire.

Even though Rome collapsed, its concept of government

never ceased to exist in the world. The birth and death of Jesus Christ wounded the
beast, Rome’s form of government. Jesus Christ brought His form of government into
the world called Christianity and made it available to all nations including those of the
Gentiles. During this time of Gentile rule, Christianity had to bring love, repentance,
forgiveness, mercy, justice, worship, the character of God, and God’s message of
salvation to every nation of the world. We must remember bible history that Israel,
God’s chosen people, rejected Him and wouldn’t obey His laws nor walk in His statues,
so God allowed them to go into captivity. While Israel was scattered under the Gentile
rule of Babylon, Persia, Greece, and Rome, God had to bring His son, Jesus Christ,
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through Gentile rulership to bring the will of God back to man. Jesus came as a King to
bring salvation to man. Now the kingdom is in the earth by a King who can transform
man whether Gentile or Jew back to serving God. Born-again Christians, as elected
officials, have helped shape governments around the world. God’s righteousness is in
decision making for the good of mankind. God brought forth Christianity so He could be
remembered under the Gentile rule of government. Romans 13:1-7 proves God is
involved in governments of the world to produce good citizenships (see also Isaiah 9:6).
Now that we understand the dragon is Satan, and the beast that came out of the
sea is the power of global government for all nations, will you walk in knowledge?
Today the nations of the world are under the influence of Satan’s power, throne, and
authority. Globalization is the power of Satan healing the deadly wound of the head of
the beast. The Devil will be worshipped indirectly through the evil ways and control
through a global economy. When the scripture says “who is able to make war with the
beast”, it means who can stop a global economy? Americans have organized and said
we want our country back. We want our economy to be the way it used to be. Farming,
factories, businesses, banks, American made products, jobs, money; we want it to stay
in America. Take heed, it is not going to happen. America is now a part of the global
economy under Satan’s rule.

A world government has been formed and it is the

manifestation of God’s written prophetic word. Nothing can stop what God said will
come to pass. Once the dragon (Satan) finishes establishing the beast (one world
government), another beast is going to come out of the earth (Revelation 13:11-18).
This beast will be a man Satan chooses and gives power to run the new world order of
global government. This dictator will have full military authority over all the nations of
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the world. The economy of globalization is being formed for one reason; dictatorship.
Satan will control the world through his dictator. Although the body of Christ will not be
around to see this great dictator because of the rapture, we are seeing the rise of his
global economic influence today. This is a sign to live according to the knowledge of
God, and understand the times in which we are living. Knowledge is the key to be
established by God in a downward economy. Christians must adjust to what God said
about stewardship. The mind of Christ must be the standard of a Christian. Understand
the doctrines of Christ and live to be led of the Holy Spirit so you will not be deceived by
false teachers trying to build your faith with false doctrines. Balance your life with the
gospel of Christ and be smart about your focus of being fulfilled spiritually. Trust God to
establish you and your money to bring forth the work of the ministry in an economy that
is controlled through globalization. Remember Philippians 4:13, “ I can do all things
through Christ who strengthens me.” Allow Christ to strengthen you through trials and
tribulations. Focus on bible prophecy to be aware of and have the knowledge of what
God said would come to pass.
SUMMARY
1. Revelation 12:7-9: The dragon is identified as serpent, the Devil, and
Satan.
2. Revelation 13:1: Beast rising out of the sea having seven heads, ten
horns with ten crowns and a blasphemous name on the heads
a. Seven Heads- 7 empires: Egypt, Assyria, Babylon, Persia, Greece,
Rome, and Europe is the wounded head healing.
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b. Ten Horns with Ten Crowns- a federation of 10 nations coming
together to form a global government
c. Blasphemous name on the heads- is to speak impiously or
irreverently of God. To speak evil or slander God. Every Empire
was built with idolatry.
i. Satan rules through Empires/Nations-Isaiah 14:3-23 Satan
worked through Babylon
ii. Ezekiel 28:11- The nation of Tyre, Satan is identified through
the King
3. Revelation 13:2-4: Notice the dragon (Satan) is building the Beast (global
economy) with composite functions of former empires; Leopard-Greece,
Bear-Persia, Lion-Babylon. Notice how Satan is building his government
through a global economy to control the financial structure of the world.
This is when the dragon (Satan) gives the Beast (globalization) his power,
throne, and great authority.
a. Power-Globalization has economically changed the financial
culture of nations. Corporations, stocks, international trade, and
banks are politically used to control nations.
b. Throne- Satan’s throne is the global government. To sit on top of
global economics is to siege control and oversee with the power to
govern.
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c. Great Authority- Somebody has to run the global economy, so the
second beast, the man of perdition is next in line that will have
great authority to rule the world wickedly. (Revelation 13:11-18)
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Conclusion
Do you want to be a part of a future world system where you cannot buy or sell
unless you take the mark of the beast on your right hand or forehead? It does not
matter who you are.

Under the system of the new world government (the global

economy) both small and great, rich and poor, free and enslaved will be unable to buy
or sell unless they are registered under the authority of the world’s dictator. This is the
future for America and all the nations of the world.
according to what God said would come to pass.

Bible prophecy will be fulfilled
You have an opportunity to be

removed from all the terror the world will face. The second coming of Jesus Christ for
His church (the body of Christ) is the escape for all mankind not to be a part of the
judgment of God. The judgment of God is coming against Satan and the world. It is
destiny! Globalization, the unexplained beast has now been explained. What are you
going to do about the future? I have a suggestion. Read the bible prophecy of Matthew
24:3-44 and hopefully you will prepare according to the knowledge of God. Remember,
it was our Lord Jesus Christ who spoke these words of prophecy by which we are to
live.
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